Theoretical study of two-photon absorption properties and up-conversion efficiency of new symmetric organic π-conjugated molecules for photovoltaic devices.
Organic material with high intensity of two-photon absorption (TPA) induced fluorescence can be used as the frequency up-converter materials for improving efficiency of the solar cells. In this work, the organic molecular structures were designed by symmetrically grafting two elongated conjugated linkers on a conjugated core and then adding donor groups at both terminals. Fluorene derivatives as a core acceptor, phenylethynyl as the conjugated linker and diphenylamino or methyl-9H-carbozole as the donor end groups were selected. Quantum mechanical modeling techniques were applied to investigate the molecular electronic structure and properties. Absorption properties of these novel π-conjugated organic molecules were studied. The TPA cross-sections of these derivatives were calculated using few-states models, respectively. The effects of donor and acceptor groups on the TPA behaviors of these designed molecules were investigated. The up-conversion efficiency of designed molecules was also calculated.